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Preface: About This Manual
This manual is written primarily for departmental academic personnel staff who will be creating review
files and shepherding them through the online departmental review process.
Sections II through VII detail the steps that are completed by the department. Most can be completed by
either the Department Staff role or the Department Chair role (see “What You Need to Know Before You
Start” for an explanation of roles in AP Review), but in this manual, it is assumed that the Department
Staff role will do so.
At certain points in the process, other roles (Candidate, Voting Faculty, Department Chair, Dean, and
Dean Staff) need to complete their own steps. At each of these points, there is a notice highlighted in
green directing you to the specific user guides that contains the email notifications, screens (if available),
and instructions for that role. This is intended to give you an understanding of the entire process and to
help you answer questions other roles may have about completing their steps.
Information highlighted in yellow pertains to actions that must be completed outside AP Review.
A red arrow (►) indicates points that are especially important to be aware of.
Throughout the manual, the Council on Academic Personnel is referred to as “CAP,” and the Vice
Provost for Academic Personnel is referred to as “VP.”
If you are using this manual online, links in the table of contents and elsewhere let you jump to the
appropriate sections of the manual for quick reference.
If you print a copy, note that the pages are laid out to accommodate duplex (back-to-back) printing to
save paper, if your printer supports that function. It is recommended that you print the manual in color in
order to easily see highlights, arrows, and material circled in red on the screen shots.
The manual is organized so that you can put it in a binder with tabbed dividers for different sections,
including the appendices, for easy reference.
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I. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE YOU START
A. Development of AP Review
AP Review is an adopted version of UCSD’s business system that will eventually allow electronic
processing of all academic review actions, from appointments to promotions.

B. Accessing AP Review
In order to access AP Review, you need to have a UCInetID and password.
You also need to have been assigned a “role” in AP Review (see below), which will determine what
materials you can see and what actions you can take.
If you have a UCInetID and password and have been assigned a role, you can log on to AP Review at:
http://ap.uci.edu/ap-review/.
A link to AP Review is also available on the Office of Academic Personnel home page.
Suggested web browsers
Below is a list of recommended browsers to access AP Review. If you choose to use a browser (with
an operating system) other than the ones listed here, the site's pages may not display properly, and
you may encounter problems that OIT technical support may not be able to resolve.
Microsoft Windows — Firefox
Mac — Firefox

C. Assignment of roles
As noted above, the role you are assigned in AP Review determines which tasks you can perform and
which screens you can see.
Department security administrators (DSAs) maintain role assignments for the Department Chair,
Department Staff, Dean, and Dean Staff roles. Find your DSA by visiting SAMS, and clicking “My
DSA”. Employees designated as academics in the UCI Payroll/Personnel System (PPS) are granted
the role of Candidate by a campus system to allow them to access their academic review files.
A few roles are assigned temporarily within AP Review for the purpose of processing a single file.
These roles are Voting Faculty, which are assigned by the Department Staff or Department Chair, and
the Candidate Alternate role, which is assigned by the Candidate.
The roles currently available are listed below. More roles will be added in future phases.
Note: “Role families” are pairs of roles in which one role can replace or delete documents uploaded by
the other. Role families are indicated by brackets.
Candidate: The role assigned to the academic appointee under review.
Candidate Alternate (optional): The role assigned to a person chosen by the Candidate to assist with
compiling and uploading documents for the review file. This person should be a faculty assistant, if
possible. A Candidate may designate more than one Candidate Alternate.
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Department Staff: The role assigned to department staff members responsible for assembling and
processing review files. More than one person in a department may be assigned this role.
Department Chair: This role is assigned to the actual Department Chair. Only this role can sign
departmental letters.
Voting Faculty: The temporary role assigned within AP Review by the Department Chair or Department
Staff to faculty members who are eligible to vote on a particular file (if a department votes on actions
currently available in AP Review).
Dean Staff: The role assigned to Deans’ staff members responsible for screening incoming review files
and coordinating Deans’ assessment of and action on these files. More than one person may be
assigned to this role. An Associate Dean may be assigned this additional role.
Dean: The role assigned to the actual Dean. Only this role can sign final action or recommendation
letter. AP Review requires one dean per department so this role can not be extended to Associate,
Assistant, Vice, or other titles. This function grants the Dean access to candidate review files within the
department. This function also allows the Dean to sign the Dean’s Recommendation Letter. For dean
delegated files, this function allows the Dean to act as final authority.
CAP Chair: The role assigned to the current CAP chair.
CAP Staff: The role assigned to Academic Senate personnel who assist the Council on Academic
Personnel.
CAP Member: The role assigned to current CAP members
APO: The role assigned to the Office of Academic Personnel staff members.
Vice Provost: The role assigned to the Vice Provost for Academic Personnel only. This function grants
final authority access for all CAP-reviewed files.

D. Types of files that can be processed in AP Review
AP Review is now mandatory for ALL actions, excluding appointments and non-reappointments.
The following are also excluded because they require capabilities not yet available:
•
•

Reviews representing split appointments (split titles or split schools/departments).
Reviews for Department Chairs (requiring a “surrogate” Department Chair) and Deans.

These capabilities will be added in future phases of AP Review.

E. Preparing documents for uploading into a review file
Review file documents (curriculum vitae, teaching evaluations, etc.) must be created outside AP
Review. You can create a Word document, convert it to a PDF file, and upload the PDF into the online
review file; or you can scan an existing document to create a PDF and upload that PDF. Complete
instructions for uploading PDFs into a review file are provided in Section III, “File Preparation.”
It is important to name PDFs in a way that lets you and others easily identify them. For example, the
PDF names for teaching evaluations should include the candidate’s last name and the class name,
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number, quarter, and year (e.g., Teaching Evaluations – SMITH_CHEM 202SP 09). This makes it
clear what the document is and also lets you easily determine whether documents are listed in the
correct order in the online file.

► Note: File names are visible to the candidate, be sure to not include anything that would identify a letter
writer when naming both redacted and un-redacted external referee letters.

► Note: Avoid using apostrophes in the title, as they will appear as underscores within the system.
Student teaching evaluations spanning over multiple years, quarters and/or courses can be uploaded
as a single PDF.
There are also limitations on PDF size. In order to ensure that PDF documents are not unnecessarily
large (thereby creating PDF bundling problems in AP Review), a size limit of 20 megabytes (MB) has
been established for each PDF uploaded into AP Review. It is important that PDFs not exceed this size
limit, but are still clear and readable. Guidelines for setting up your scanning hardware and software to
keep document size to a minimum are provided in Appendix 1.

► Please note that Candidates’ publications should not be uploaded into the online review file. If
publications are available on a website or department server, a PDF with links to those publications can
be uploaded into AP Review (refer to Appendix 2 for examples).

F. Individual documents vs. bundled documents
In the “File Preparation” stage of the review process, when the review file is being constructed,
documents are uploaded as individual PDFs that can be replaced as needed. However, once a
Candidate certifies the file for departmental review, all the individual file documents are “bundled” into a
single PDF (with a bookmark for each document), and individual documents can no longer be changed
or replaced.

G. Notifying other roles to take action
At certain points in the review process, one role (such as Department Staff) may need to notify another
role (such as Candidate) that a certain action needs to be taken—for example, that a certification needs
to be signed. At these points, the sender is prompted by AP Review to notify another role using the
Notify link. The notification will appear in a pop-up window. It will contain required information that
cannot be changed, but the sender can add details in a message box provided.

► It is recommended that you always include your name and contact information in the message box.
H. Candidate certifications
Just as they do for paper files, Candidates are required to sign certifications at certain times during the
review process in AP Review in order to affirm that they are aware of their rights and that University
procedures have been followed. The names of the certifications in AP Review are different from those
used in paper files, and a new certification has been added.
For paper files, the two certifications used are:
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•
•

AP-50: Candidate’s certification statement for academic personnel review file prior to and after
determination of departmental recommendation
AP-50A: Certification after academic review file has been forwarded to the Office of Academic
Personnel

In AP REVIEW, the certifications are:
•
•
•
•

Certification of Departmental Committee Report Access: Candidate signs when a
confidential or non-confidential department committee report has been uploaded and he/she
has been offered access to it.
Certification of Departmental Review : Candidate signs when file is ready for departmental
review
Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access: Candidate signs after department
has determined its recommendation and Candidate has been offered access to the
departmental recommendation letter
Certification of Additional Materials: Candidate signs after department has responded to a
request for additional information from the Vice Provost and Candidate has been offered access
to these materials

In AP Review, all certifications except the Certification of Additional Materials can be re-signed and
replaced in the file as necessary. For example, if a new teaching evaluation is added to the file after
the Candidate has already signed the Certification of Departmental Review, this certification should be
re-signed and replaced.
Certifications are not included in the bundled review file, but are stored separately. However, you will
be able to see a listing of the notifications sent and the certifications signed, with a time and date stamp
displayed for each, by clicking the “Certs and Notifs” link on the review file detail screen, as explained in
Section IV, “File Views and File Tracking.”

► When certifications are electronically signed by the candidate, Department staff will not be notified and
should monitor AP Review daily to determine that it has been signed.

I. Steps that must be completed outside AP Review
There are certain steps, such as notifying Candidates that they are due for review and conducting a
faculty vote, that currently must be completed outside AP Review via e-mails, phone calls, or meetings.
Such steps are highlighted in yellow in these instructions.
Some of these steps will be incorporated in AP Review in future phases. However, at the request of
faculty and staff groups involved in the planning of AP Review, there will always be certain steps that
will be completed outside the system for more sensitive management of personnel actions. For
example, the department will always notify the Candidate outside AP Review that the departmental
recommendation has been determined, and it may invite the Candidate to meet with the department
chair in person to discuss the recommendation before the review proceeds.

Return to Contents
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II. CREATING A NEW REVIEW FILE
A. Notifying the Candidate that a review is due
The department notifies the Candidate outside AP Review that he or she is due for a review.
This step should be completed by whatever method the department currently uses, and at the correct
time to ensure compliance with departments’ and Deans’ deadlines. In a future phase, departments will
be able to notify Candidates within AP Review that they are due for review.

B. Logging on to AP Review
1. As detailed in Section I, you must have a UCInetID and password and be assigned a role in AP
Review in order to log on.
2. Paste the following URL into your browser: http://ap.uci.edu/ap-review/
(A link to AP Review is also provided on the Office of Academic Personnel homepage.)
(Please note that many of the screen shots in this manual have been cropped, but all essential
content is displayed.)
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1. You will see the following screen. Enter your UCInetID and your password and click “Login.”

2. You will then see the AP Review “home” screen for the Department Staff role. (The content of
the home screen varies from role to role.)
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C. Creating a new review file
1. To create a review file for a Candidate, click “Review Files” on the Department Staff home screen.

2. On the next screen, click “Create New File.”

3. You will see a screen with a drop-down menu (“Select a Candidate”) that allows you to choose
from a list of academic personnel in your department.

4. Scroll down to find the name of the person for whom you want to create a file and click on the
name. (If the person’s name does not appear in the drop-down menu, click the Review Files tab
at the top of the page to see whether a file already exists.)
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5. On the next screen, you will need to select from the drop-down menu the file action the department
is proposing (e.g., Merit). The choice of file actions will determine the path the file will take in AP
Review. For example, if you select “Dean Delegated Merit,” the system will know the file goes to
the Dean for final authority; if you select “Merit,” the system will know the file goes to CAP for
review, and to VP, Provost, or Chancellor for final authority. For this example, the action is a “Merit.”
The proposed action can be changed, if necessary, at a later step.

6. Next you will enter the effective date of the proposed action (note the format for the date) and click
“Create” to establish a new review file.
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III. FILE PREPARATION
A. Opening the review file
After you create a new review file, the file name will appear on a list of files under “Review Files” for
academics in your department. In the example below, four files are listed. Note that this screen also
shows the current status of the file, “File Prep.” The status will change as the file moves through the
review process.
1. Click the Candidate name to open the review file detail screen.

2. You will see six sections: File Preparation, Departmental Review, Dean Review, Campus
Review, VP Final Authority, and Post Audit. The File Preparation section will be expanded to
display the various types of documents that may be included in the file, with an “Upload”
button for each type. The other sections will be collapsed at this point in the review process.
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For directions on handling and uploading external referee letters, please refer to Appendix
3 at the end of this userguide.
B. Uploading documents to the file
1. When you click the “Upload” button for a particular document type, a screen will appear telling you
to upload a PDF document of that type (e.g., “Upload Document for Curriculum Vitae”). Use this
screen to upload PDF documents that you have created and stored outside AP Review. (See
“Preparing documents for uploading into a review file” on page 9)
Click “Browse” to access the PDF documents created for the Candidate.

2. If you click “Browse”, you will use the icons on the left-hand column of the screen and the “Look in”
box at the top of the screen to navigate to the location on your computer where you have stored the
PDFs.

► Reminder:

It is important to give PDFs clear, complete names so that you and others can easily
determine what they are.

Highlight the document you want to upload and click “Open.”
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3. You will then see the “Upload Document” screen again. The file name of the document you are
uploading now appears below the Browse button. Click the “Upload” button to upload the document
to the review file.

4. You can upload several documents of the same type (for example, teaching evaluations) in
succession, and all will be listed under the same document header on the review file detail screen.
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Click “Browse” on the Upload Document screen, highlight the document you want to upload, and
click “Open,” as in step 2 above. You will return to the Upload Document screen where the Browse
button appears. DO NOT CLICK UPLOAD YET. Click “Browse” again, highlight the next document
you want to upload, and click “Open” again. Repeat the process until you have selected all
documents you want to upload, and then click “Upload.”

5. After each document is uploaded, the review file detail screen will display a link to the PDF, the date
the document was uploaded, and the name of the person who uploaded it, as shown in the next
screen.

C. Reordering, replacing, and deleting documents
1. If several documents of one type (such as teaching evaluations) have been uploaded, you
can change the order in which they appear. Click “Reorder” on the line for the document
type to do this. Only the department staff or chair is able to reorder documents.
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2. You will then see the following screen. Highlight the item to be moved and click “move up”
or “move down,” then click “Save” to preserve the new order and to return to the review file
detail screen.

3. Once a document is uploaded, the link choices for the document type become “Replace” and
“Delete.”

► Only the “role family” (i.e., Candidate/Alternate or Department Chair/Department Staff) that
uploaded a document can delete it—for example, a Department Chair cannot delete a document
uploaded by a Candidate. Also, the only way a role family can replace a document uploaded by
another role family is if the document is first deleted by the role family that uploaded it.
If you click “Replace,” the procedure for browsing and uploading the replacement document is the same
as described above.
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4. Click the “Delete” button to delete a document without replacing it.

5. Clicking “Delete” in the previous screen opens a new screen showing the name of the document
you have chosen to delete. After you click the “Delete” button, you will return to the review file
detail screen.

D. Verifying that all documents have been uploaded
You will know that all necessary documents have been uploaded when there is a PDF link, date, and
name after each type of document required for the file.

► Please note that you will need to determine which documents are necessary for a particular type of file;
the system cannot do this for you. For example, not all Schools require a “Candidate Personal
Statement” from their faculty, but other Schools may. Also, only the Department staff or chair is able to
upload the “Departmental Teaching Evaluations.”
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► It is strongly recommended that you ask the Candidate to check the uploaded documents during the file
preparation process, before he or she is notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review (see
next step). This way, documents can be easily corrected and replaced. If you find that a document
must be replaced after the certification has been signed, it will be necessary to ask the Candidate to
sign the certification again.

E. Notifying Candidate to inspect file and sign departmental review certification
After all necessary documents have been uploaded, and prior to departmental review of the file,
the Candidate must be given the opportunity to inspect the file and upload a response to the
materials in the file. The Candidate will verify that he or she has received this opportunity by
signing the Certification of Departmental Review.

► By electronically signing this certification, the Candidate formally submits the file for
departmental review.
1. On the File Preparation screen, click “Notify Candidate to Certify”.
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2. You will see the notification to the Candidate. The notification contains standardized
wording that cannot be changed, but you can add further information or instructions in
the message box provided. Be sure to include your name and contact information in the
message. It is also recommended that you ask the candidate to respond by a specific
date. When you are ready to send the notification, click “Send” at the bottom of the
screen.

► You may also copy other individuals on the email notification and edit the Subject line.
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3. After the Candidate has been notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review, only the
“Referee ID List, including Sample Solicitation Letter(s)” can be uploaded. No other documents can
be uploaded, deleted, or replaced in the file unless the file is returned to File Preparation.
Note that in the screen below, the buttons (Upload, Replace, etc.) no longer appear at the right side
of the screen, and the “Status” line has changed from “File Prep” to “Dept Rev Cert Pending.” The
Candidate must sign the Certification of Departmental Review before the review process can
proceed.
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Refer to “Candidate Guide” for the email and screens the candidate sees when requested to inspect the file
and sign the departmental review certification.
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IV. FILE VIEWS AND FILE TRACKING
Once the Candidate has been notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review, you have access
to two views of the bundled file (the Department view and the Candidate view, which are available via the
drop-down menu at the left side of the screen). There are also two links to information about the
progress of the file (“Certs & Notifs” and “View File Tracking”). Each is explained below.

A. Department view of the bundled file
1. On the Select File Type drop-down menu, highlight “Department” and then click the “View”
button next to the menu.

2. The Department’s view of the bundled file will contain any unredacted confidential
documents included in the file. (There are not yet any unredacted documents in this
example file). Clicking on either an item in the Bookmarks column or on an item in the
Table of Contents will take you to that item in the file.
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B. Candidate view of the bundled file
The Candidate’s view of the bundled file will be different from the Department’s view if the file
contains any confidential documents. The Candidate’s view will contain only the redacted
versions of these documents. (In this example, there are not yet any confidential documents in
the file, so the Candidate view is the same as the Department view above at this point).

C. Certs and Notifs Tracking
If you click the “Certs & Notifs” link, you will see a list of the certifications that have been signed
by the Candidate to date, as well as a list of any online notifications that have been sent by one
role to another (e.g., by the Department Staff to the Candidate). The certifications and
notifications do not appear in the review file itself, but can be viewed via the links on this screen.
By default, the certifications and notifications appear in reverse chronological order so you
always see the most recently completed item first, but you can click the down arrows to change
to chronological order.
The Candidate does not have access to the “Certs and Notifs” tracking.
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D. File Tracking
If you click the “View File Tracking” link, you will see a list of the file review steps that have been
completed or are pending. By default, these steps appear in reverse chronological order so you
always see the most recently completed step first, but you can click the down arrow to change
to chronological order.
The candidate does have access to the File Tracking.
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V. DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW OF THE FILE
After the Candidate has uploaded a response to the materials in the file (optional) and has signed the
Certification of Departmental Review, the department’s processing of the file can proceed. This may
include a committee or faculty review and vote, if required by your department.
You will see an exclamation point next to the Candidate’s name on the Review Files screen, and the
status will now be “Departmental Review.” The exclamation point is your cue to take action on this
Candidate’s review. Click on the Candidate’s name to see what action is required.

The review file detail screen will display a message directing you to assign a committee or voting faculty,
enter vote (if applicable), or enter Proposed Status information, and then upload the departmental
recommendation letter.
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Refer to “Review Committee Quick Guide” for instructions on creating department review committees,
including voting faculty committee.

A. Assigning Committee (if applicable)
1. Scroll to the “Departmental Review – Committee Review” section of the screen and click “Assign
Committee”.

2.

Select the committee that you wish to assign to the file from the pop-up window. Selecting a
committee will expand the committee’s membership and provide you the option to recuse
members of the committee from reviewing the file.

3.

To recuse a member, uncheck the box next to their name and their name will be stricken
through. If you wish to add members to the committee, you must do so within the committee
details screen.
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4.

If you are ready to notify the committee to review the file, click “Save & Notify” button. The
committee notification pop-up screen will display all committee members that will be notified.
You can add further information or instructions in the message box, edit the Subject line, or
copy an individual on the email notification.

5.

Click the “Send” button.
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If you are not ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save” button to assign
the committee to the file. When you are ready to notify the committee that the file is ready for
review, click the “Notify” hyperlink located in the committee’s section on the file details page.

The committee status will now show up as “In Review” on the file details page. There will also be links to
end the committee’s access to the file, re-notify the committee, unassign the committee, and to upload
unredacted (optional) and redacted (required if a confidential committee) reports.
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Refer to “Voting Faculty Guide” for instructions for the Voting Faculty Role

B. Voting Faculty review (if applicable)
1.

While on the file details page of a file, click on “Assign Voting Faculty”.

2. Select the voting faculty committee that you wish to assign to the file from the pop-up window.
Selecting a committee will expand the committee’s membership and provide you the option to
recuse members of the committee from reviewing the file. To recuse a member, uncheck the box
next to their name and their name will be stricken through. If you wish to add members to the
committee, you must do so within the committee details screen.
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3. If you are not ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save” button to assign the
committee to the file. When you are ready to notify the committee that the file is ready for review,
click “Notify” hyperlink located next to the committee’s section on the file details page.
4. If you are ready to notify the committee to review the file, click the “Save & Notify” button. The
committee notification pop-up window will display all committee members that will be notified.
5. You can add further information or instructions in the message box, edit the Subject line, or copy
an individual on the email notification.
6. Click the “Send” button.

►Department Staff should verify the members list to ensure all faculty eligible to vote are included.
(Note: Candidate’s name is excluded from this list by the system).
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7. Eligible voting faculty will review the file in AP Review.
Refer to “Voting Faculty Guide” for instructions for the Voting Faculty Role
8. The status for the voting faculty committee(s) will now show up as “In Review” on the file details
page. There will also be links to end voting faculty access to the file, re-notify the voting faculty,
unassign the voting faculty, and to enter the vote results.

► Faculty discussion of the file and voting takes place outside of the system, in accordance with
departmental practice.

C. Entering the faculty vote and proposed status data
After you have notified voting faculty to review the file, there will be a “Vote” link on the Voting Faculty
Review line and a “Proposed” link on the File Summary line of the file detail screen.

1. Enter the department vote, if applicable
a. Click “Enter Vote” on the review file detail screen to open the Department Vote form.
b. Enter the vote and an explanation of abstentions or absences (if needed) in the box provided.
You may also include vote breakdown by rank in the box. Then click “Insert Department Vote”
at the bottom of the screen. The department’s vote grid may also still be included with the
department letter as well.
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If this file was also a Mid-Career
Appraisal (MCA), fields to record the
MCA vote would be available here. The
MCA letter should be attached to the
department letter and uploaded
together.

c. When you have inserted the vote, voting faculty access to the review file ends, and you will be
returned to the review file detail screen.
2. Enter the Proposed Status data
a. Click “Proposed” on the review file detail screen to open the Proposed Status form.
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b. Under “Present Status,” several of the fields (e.g., title, rank, and step) will have been
populated automatically. Check carefully to make sure this data is correct.

► If it is not correct, stop work on the file and contact the Office of Academic Personnel to get
the data corrected.
You must fill in the current years at rank and step.
You must fill in the number of years the candidate will have served at his/her present rank and
step as of next June 30, and fill in the “As of” year” (mm/dd/yyyy). For example, the “As of”
date for a file effective 07/01/2016 would be 06/30/2016.
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c. Under “Proposed Status,” fill in the information as explained below:
For titles with steps:
• Select the proposed title and rank from the drop-down menu, fill in the step (numerical).
• Hit the Tab or Enter key, and the “Total Salary” and “Scale Rate” fields will be populated
automatically (“From Scale” box is checked to notify the user that the rate is from the
current UC System-wide salary scale).
• Check the “OS” box if an off-scale salary component is being proposed or maintained
(reminder: salaries on the Irvine scale are off-scale). If “OS” is selected, the user will enter
the off-scale increment, which will be added to the “Scale Rate” equaling the “Total
Salary”.
• Fill in the percentage of time (required field)
• Fill in the effective date of the proposed action (required field).
• Fill in the term end date. The default is “01/01/2079” for those with indefinite end dates
(e.g., tenured faculty).
• Choose the type of action being proposed (as a result of the department vote) from the
drop-down menu.
• Fill in the number of years of acceleration, if applicable.

If for any reason there is a need to edit the UC System-wide scale rate (not
recommended) the user can uncheck “From Scale” to allow editing of the “Scale Rate”
field (if there is an error to the scale rate contact Academic Personnel, instead of editing
the “Scale Rate”).
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After pressing “Save Status” the system will recognize that there is a salary rate for Step 2
on the UC System-wide scale that is inconsistent with what the user entered. The user
will have an option to save the rate from the salary scale or save the rate that was
manually entered.
In this scenario, the user should “Save Scale Rate from Table” b/c the off-scale
component should be recorded separately and not as the total salary.
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For titles without steps: Lecturer PSOE/SOE or Professor, Above Scale (step is noted as A)
•
•
•
•
•

The user will manually enter the total salary under “Scale Rate” and the “From Scale” box
should automatically un-check.
Fill in the percentage of time (required field).
Fill in the effective date of the proposed action (required field).
Fill in the term end date. The default is “01/01/2079” for those with indefinite end dates
(e.g., tenured faculty).
Choose the type of action being proposed (as a result of the department vote) from the
drop-down menu.
i.

The screen below shows an example of a Proposed Status for a Lecturer PSOE.
Since a step is not associated with LPSOE/SOE series, the “Step & OS” field is
blank. Users will refer to the current salary scale to enter the rate in the “Scale
Rate” and “Scale Date” box.
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ii. The screen below shows an example of a Proposed Status for a Professor, Above
Scale. The letter “A” should be designated in the “Step & OS” field. The “Scale
Date” will automatically be populated and the user will manually enter a “Scale
Rate.”
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d. Click “Save Status” at the bottom of the screen when data entry is complete.
e. Below is an example of a Proposed Status screen with all fields populated.

3. To view the File Summary form, click on that document on the review file detail screen.

4. The file summary will appear with the completed information that was entered in the Proposed
Status.
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D. Departmental recommendation letter is uploaded and signed
1. After the proposed data has been entered, an “Upload” link will be available to upload the
departmental recommendation letter.
The departmental recommendation letter must be prepared outside AP Review, and you will need
to create a PDF of the letter to upload.
2. Click “Upload” and upload the recommendation letter in the same way you previously uploaded
other file documents.

3. When you have uploaded the letter, this will be reflected on the review file detail screen.
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As described in the red text box on the screen, you will have the option to:
a. Notify Chair to sign the dept recommendation letter (optional) – Consult with your
department chair on whether they would like to acknowledge review of the letter using AP
Review. If your department chair has already reviewed and signed the department letter,
it may not be necessary for him/her to be notified.
b. Notify Voting Faculty to inspect the dept recommendation letter (optional) – This will
depend on your department practice. If your voting faculty reviewed the department letter
at a department meeting, it may not be necessary for them to review it using AP Review.
c. Notify the Candidate to sign dept recommendation cert – This is required.

Using the appropriate links on the detail screen to notify chair, voting faculty, or candidate, as appropriate.

5.

To notify the Department Chair to review and electronically sign the department
recommendation letter, click “Notify” and select “Notify Chair to Sign Department
Recommendation letter” from the pop-up box.
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You will see the notification to the Department Chair. The notification contains
standardized wording that cannot be changed, but you can add further information or
instructions in the message box provided, edit the Subject line or copy individuals on
the email notification. Be sure to include your name and contact number in the
message. When you are ready to send the notification, click “Send” at the bottom of
the screen.
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Refer to “Department Chair Guide” to see the screens and instructions for the Department Chair
role.
(If the Chair uploads the recommendation letter, it is signed automatically at the time it is uploaded.)
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E. Notifying Voting Faculty to inspect the recommendation letter (if applicable)
1. If the Department Chair has reviewed and physically signed the recommendation letter and
chooses not to do it again in AP Review, department staff can move the file forward to
voting faculty OR notify candidate to sign the department recommendation certificate. If the
decision is to notify the candidate to sign the department recommendation certificate, skip to
F. Notifying Candidate to sign Certification of Departmental Recommendation
Access. If the chair was notified to electronically sign the departmental recommendation
letter, the review file detail screen will show that it has been signed. You can now notify
Voting Faculty that they may inspect the recommendation letter and submit dissenting
letters.
On the file detail screen, click “Notify” and select “Notify Voting Faculty to Inspect
Department Recommendation Letter” from the pop-up box.
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2. You will see the notification to Voting Faculty. Eligible faculty who were selected at time of
departmental review is checked by default. You can add further information and instructions in
the message box, edit the Subject line, or copy an individual on the notification, and then click
“Send”.
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Refer to “Voting Faculty Guide” to see the email notification and instructions for the Voting Faculty
review of the departmental recommendation letter.
3. REMINDER: the “Upload” link for dissenting letters is available on the review file detail screen.
Dissenting letters must be prepared, signed, and handed to you outside AP Review.
The letters must then be scanned and converted to PDFs for uploading to the review file.
4. Once your voting faculty has had a chance to review the department letter and submit dissenting
letters, you can move the file forward by clicking “End All Access”. This will remove access from
the Voting Faculty, allowing for the file to progress to the next stage. Please make sure that you
allow enough time for your voting faculty to review the department letter and submit dissenting
letters before you cut off their access.
After clicking “End All Access” found on the file detail screen, a pop-up box will appear and click
“End Access”. The dissenting letter “Upload” link will remain until you notify the candidate to sign
the “Departmental Recommendation Access” certification.
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5. Once you have cut off access for your voting faculty, you will still have an opportunity to
delete the recommendation letter, notify the department chair to sign the department
letter, or notify the candidate to sign the department recommendation certificate.
F. Notifying Candidate to certify Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access
1. While the steps to notify the chair to sign the department recommendation letter and voting faculty
to inspect the department recommendation letter were optional, you must notify the candidate to
certify the department recommendation letter. This will grant them access to review the
department letter and any dissenting letters.
Before you send this notification to the Candidate, the department should inform the Candidate
outside AP Review that a recommendation has been determined, and the Candidate may be
invited to meet with the Department Chair to discuss the recommendation.
To send the notification to the Candidate, click “Notify Candidate to certify” found on the file detail
screen.

2. You will then see the notification to the Candidate. You can add further information or instructions
in the message box provided, edit the subject line or copy other individuals on the email
notification and click “Send” to send the notification.
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Refer to the “Candidate Guide” to see the notification, screens, and instructions, for the Candidate
role.

G. Uploading Chair’s Independent Letter (optional)
1. After the Candidate has signed the Certification of Departmental Recommendation Access, the
review detail screen will display a message directing you to forward the file to the Dean or upload
the Chair’s Independent Letter. An “Upload” button will be available on the line for that document.
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Note: While this is optional, some Chairs are encouraged by their Dean to provide an independent
evaluation of the candidate’s review file.

2. After clicking “Upload”, click “Browse” to access the PDF document created for the Chair’s
Independent Letter.
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3. Once the letter has been uploaded, you can view the letter by clicking on the link on the file detail
screen.

H. Submitting the file for Dean’s review
1. After the Chair’s Independent Letter (optional) has been uploaded, the review file detail screen
will display a message directing you to forward the file to the Dean’s office.

► You should carefully check the file one last time to be sure that it is complete, accurate, and ready
for the Dean’s review. To do so, highlight “Department” in the File Type menu and click “View” to
open the department’s view of the bundled file. When you are ready to submit the file, close the
bundled file to return to the review file detail screen, highlight “Forward to Dean’s Office” on the
File Actions drop-down menu, and click “Confirm.”

2. You will see the following screen asking you to confirm that you want to forward the file to the
Dean’s office. Click “Confirm” to submit the file.

3. Note that the status is now “Dean Review Pending.” If the Dean was the final authority, the status
would read “Final Authority Review Pending” (second screenshot).
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Screenshot if Dean was final authority:
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(this page intentionally left blank)
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VI. Dean’s Review of the File
A. Acceptance process (department corrects file if necessary)
When the file is submitted to the Dean’s office, the Dean Staff will check it for completeness, accuracy,
and compliance with policy. The file will be accepted for the Dean’s review, or it will be returned to the
department for corrections prior to acceptance.
Refer to the “Dean/Dean Staff guide” for the screens and instructions for the Dean/Dean staff roles
(guide currently in progress).

► Note: To show when the dean has final authority, the following series of screenshots is of a Dean
Delegated Merit file. Section VII, “Request for additional information”, will have screenshots of a CAP Merit
file, which the Vice Provost has final authority. Steps 1 & 2 below can be applied to either scenarios.
1. File is Accepted
a. If the file has been accepted, this status will be reflected in the Status column on the Review
Files screen.

2. File is returned for corrections
a. If the file is returned for corrections, the Dean’s office will inform the department outside AP
Review what corrections or additions are needed. The department will not receive an e-mail
notification.
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b. On the review file detail screen, the status will be “File returned to Dept. by Dean’s
Office,” and there will be a red box with a message directing the department to take
action.
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c. Depending on the correction requested by the Dean’s office, you may need to need to select the
appropriate action from the File Actions drop-down menu. For example, if the Dean’s office asked
the department to upload a missing Sabbatical Leave report, the Department Staff would select
“Return to File Prep.”

d. When the department selects “Return to File Prep”, the following screen appears.
Click “Confirm” to return to the review file detail screen.

e. When the necessary corrections have been made in File Prep, the Candidate must be notified
to re-sign the Certification of Departmental Review, and you should inform the Candidate (in the
message box on the notification) what has been corrected in the file.
f.

You also have the opportunity to make corrections at the department level (vote, proposed
status, file action). If you replace the department letter, the candidate will need to be renotified to sign the department recommendation certificate.

g. If the candidate was notified to sign the department recommendation certificate and has, the file
can be forwarded to the Dean’ office.

B. Dean’s review for final decision or recommendation
When the Dean’s office has accepted the file, the Dean will review the file either as the final authority or
as a reviewer who will make a recommendation to the VP.
1. Dean is the final authority
The Dean will determine whether he/she agrees/disagrees with the department’s proposed action.
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a. If the Dean agrees with the proposed action or approves it as a Dean Delegated No Change,
the Dean’s final action letter will be uploaded and signed and the file summary will reflect the
final file action.
The following notification will automatically be sent to the Department Chair, with a cc: to
Department Staff.

After the department chair has informed the candidate of the result of this review, the candidate
must be provided access to the final action letter. You may do so via the File Action drop-down
menu.

► b.

Outside AP Review, the department should inform the Candidate of the final results of the
review in whatever way it prefers (e.g., the department may invite the Candidate to meet with
the Department Chair to discuss the final decision). This should be done before providing the
Candidate access to the final action letter.

c. Once the final action has been communicated to the Candidate outside AP Review, you must
provide the Candidate access to the final action letter before the file can be completed and
moved to the Post Audit stage.
d. A message will appear on the review file detail screen directing you to notify the Candidate that
the final action letter is available.
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e. On the “File Actions” menu, select “Notify Candidate: Final Action Letter” and click “Confirm.”

f.

You will see the following notification to the Candidate. You can add further information in the
message box, edit the Subject line, or copy an individual on the email notification, and then click
“Send.”

► Once the candidate has been granted access to the final action letter, they will have access to their
file, including the CAP report (in a CAP reviewed file), Chair’s independent letter, and Dean’s
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recommendation letter (in a CAP reviewed file), in addition to previously submitted materials
(Department staff and department chair will also have access).

2. Actions for which the Dean is a reviewer and the VP, Provost, or Chancellor is the final authority
If the VP/Provost/Chancellor is the final authority or the dean has recommended an acceleration in
a dean delegated action, the dean will add a recommendation letter to the file and will submit the
file for review by CAP with a final decision by the VP, Provost, or Chancellor.

VII. Request for Additional Information
After the Dean submits the file for campus review, the VP may request additional information. The request
for additional information will be communicated to the department via the Dean.
This section of the manual contains the screens and instructions for responding to a request for additional
information.

A. Dean informs department of request for additional information
1. The department chair and department staff will receive an email from the Dean notifying them of the
request for additional information.

2. After logging into AP Review, there will be a message on the review file detail screen directing the
department staff to upload a response to the request for additional information.
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3. The request for additional information from the Vice Provost can be found by viewing the
Department’s PDF bundle.

B. Department responds to request for additional information
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1. Outside AP Review, the department will prepare a letter responding to request for additional
information and gather any supporting materials it wishes to send as part of the response. The
department should share the request for additional information to the candidate so they may assist
in providing the supporting documents. You will need to create PDFs of these documents to upload
into the review file.

► If supporting materials include publications, the publications should not be uploaded into the online
review file. Links to publications should be on a PDF and can be uploaded into AP Review (refer to
Appendix 2).
2. Note that there is no “Upload” button yet on the line for the departmental letter responding to the
request for additional information. The button choices at this point are:
• As Proposed: Department continues to recommend the same action it proposed originally
• Disagree: Department now disagrees with its original proposed action and accepts the VP’s
tentative decision
3. In this scenario, the department chooses As Proposed, so click “As Proposed” on the review file
detail screen.

4. The Proposed Status screen will appear. Note that the file name will continue to reflect the action
originally proposed by the department (CAP Merit) until the VP makes a final decision.
Check the data and click “As Proposed” to verify that it is correct. This will return you to the review
file detail screen.
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► Note: If the department had accepted the VP’s tentative decision and you had clicked “Disagree” (to
indicate disagreement with the action originally proposed by the department), the Proposed Status
screen would appear, but it would contain empty fields.
You would need to fill in the fields with data reflecting the VP’s tentative decision, because that action
would be what the department now recommends. This necessary information can be obtained from
the VP’s request for additional information letter, which is available in the Department view of the
bundled file. The original department proposal will also be reflected on the left hand pane of the
“Disagree” screen for reference.
5. An “Upload” link now appears on the line for the department’s letter responding to the request for
additional information, and another appears on the line for supporting documents.
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6. The review file detail screen will show that the response letter and supporting documents have
been uploaded, the date they were uploaded, and the name of the person who uploaded them.

7. The department staff may now choose to notify the candidate to sign Additional Materials Cert or
notify the department chair to sign the letter. Please refer to Departmental Review of the File
section, Steps C. 2-4, as the process is similar.
If department staff chose to notify the department chair, please refer to the “Department Chair User
Guide” for the screens and e-mail notifications the Department Chair sees.
8. If the department chair has to electronically sign the response letter, refer to Section V, D(5)
(Department Recommendation Letter is uploaded) for the steps. If you did not have to re-engage
the Chair, you will need to notify the Candidate to sign the Certification of Additional Materials.
Click “Notify Candidate to Certify” on the file detail screen. The text in the red box could vary
depending on whether you had your Department Chair review and electronically sign the response
letter.

9. You will see the notification to the candidate. You (or the Chair) can add supplemental instructions
in the message box and then click “Send.”
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Please refer to the “Candidate User Guide” for the screens and instructions the Candidate sees.
10.

After the Candidate has signed the Certification of Additional Materials, you will see a message
directing you to upload a Chair’s Independent Letter (optional) and/or forward file to Dean.
Please refer to “Uploading a Chair’s Independent Letter” as the steps are similar.
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11. After the Chair’s Independent Letter (optional) has been uploaded, review the file again,
and submit the response to the request for additional information to the Dean. Select
“Forward file to Dean” on the File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”
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The Dean will add his or her own letter regarding the request for additional information and will
submit the file for reconsideration by CAP and the VP. The VP will upload a final action letter, and
the Dean will be notified to make this letter available to the department.
Refer to the “Dean User Guide” for the Dean’s screens and instructions.
C. Department is informed of final decision and notifies Candidate
1. When the VP has notified the dean of the final decision, the Dean will inform the department of that
decision outside AP On-Line. After informing the department chair of the decision, the Dean’s office
will grant the department chair and staff access to the final action letter. You will receive the
following email notification.

2. The department should inform the Candidate of the decision outside AP On-Line before providing
access to the final action letter.
3. On the review file detail screen there will be a message directing you to notify the Candidate of the
final action. On the File Action drop-down menu, select “Notify Candidate of Final Action Letter”
and click “Confirm.”
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4. You will see the following e-mail notification. You can add a message in the box, edit the Subject
line or copy individuals on the email notification and then click “Send”.

► Once the candidate has been granted access to the final action letter, they will have access to their file,
including the CAP report (in a CAP reviewed file), Chair’s independent letter, and Dean’s recommendation
letter (in a CAP reviewed file), in addition to previously submitted materials (Department staff and department
chair will also have access).

► Note:

This manual completes the portion of the Department Academic Personnel Staff role. Please
refer to additional user guide roles, found at http://ap.uci.edu/ap-review/, for more information.
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APPENDIX 1 – DOCUMENT SCANNING GUIDELINES
1. Turn the “searchable text” option off (this is also referred to as Optical Character Recognition or
OCR). If OCR is on, the PDF will be too large to be uploaded in AP On-Line, and it would be too
large for most browsers to open.
Note: Whenever possible, it is best to convert a Word document into a PDF than to scan a document
and convert it to a PDF. A Word document that has been converted is searchable; a scanned
document is not.
2. Unless color is absolutely necessary, always scan in black and white.
• 300 dpi (dots per inch) provides better readability
• 200 dpi is better for limiting document size, but text may not be clear
3. If color is necessary, either of the settings below is acceptable, but the first option is best for keeping
document size to a minimum.
• Full color scanning: 200 dpi
• Scan with desired color settings and dpi, but reduce the file size in Adobe Acrobat by clicking
Reduce File Size on the Document menu (see screen shot below).
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APPENDIX 2 – Providing Access to Publications
If your faculty’s publication is accessible online, here are some suggestions on how to submit it within AP Review.
1. Create a document with links to the publications
• Create a new WORD document and note the links to the publications your faculty is submitting for the period
under review. In the example below, the blue text is hyperlinked so reviewers can click on the link and are
directed to the online journal article.
• To upload the document to AP Review, save the WORD document as a PDF. Once it is saved, the user can
upload the PDF document as “Other” during the File Prep stage.

2. Create a document to publications housed online (ie. Webfiles; DO NOT USE A PERSONAL WEBSITE)
• Create a new WORD document with directions to reviewers on how to access the publications. If possible,
create a hyperlink so reviewers can be directed to the site once they click on the address.
• To upload the document to AP Review, save the WORD document as a PDF. Once it is saved, the user can
upload the PDF document as “Other” during the File Prep stage.
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3. If publications are provided, but will be submitted outside of AP Review
• Create a new WORD document with directions to reviewers that publications will be routed outside of AP
Review.
• To upload the document to AP Review, save the WORD document as a PDF. Once it is saved, the user can
upload the PDF document as “Other” during the File Prep stage.
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Appendix 3 – Handling External Referee Letters
A. File Preparation
Like all documents uploaded to AP Review, the Referee ID List, sample solicitation letter, and
external referee letters are PDFs created outside AP Review.
1.

To upload external referee letters during the File Preparation stage, you must first upload
the Referee ID List (AP-11) and a sample of the solicitation letter(s) sent to the external
referees. The Referee ID List and solicitation letter will not be viewable by the candidate.
Filenames for external referee letters must not include a referee’s actual name (or any
other information that might disclose their identities), but instead should be labeled with the
code used on the Referee ID List - AP-11 (“External Referee Letter A_unredacted,” or
“External Referee Letter 1_redacted,” etc.).
Note: You can reorder, delete, and replace these documents until the candidate is notified to
sign the Certification of Departmental Review.
If you delete the Referee ID List, the system will also delete all the external letters.

2.

You will have the option to upload redacted letters before the candidate requests access to
them. The candidate must request access to the redacted letters when they are notified to
certify the file materials. When the file is complete, you will notify the Candidate to sign the
Certification of Departmental Review by clicking the “Notify Candidate to Certify” in the file
detail screen.
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3. The following notification will be sent to the Candidate. The Candidate will be able to
request access to redacted copies of external referee letters or choose not to review them.
You can add a message in the text box provided and then click “Send”.
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4. When the Candidate receives the email notification, they will log in and locate their file.
The review file detail screen will instruct the Candidate to either sign the Certification of
Departmental Review or request access to the external referee letters.
5. If redacted external letters were uploaded during File Prep and the Candidate request
access to them during their certification, the Candidate will be given access to them. If the
Candidate requests for access to the external referee letters but the redacted letters were
not uploaded during File Prep, the Department Staff will receive an email notification (not
shown). After the Department Staff logs into AP Review and locates the Candidate’s file,
the review file detail screen will display a message to you that the Candidate is requesting
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access to external referee letters. You will use the upload link to upload redacted external
referee letters.
Refer to “Candidate Guide” for the email and screens the candidate sees when requested to
inspect the file, sign the departmental review certification or request access to the external referee
letters.
For instructions on how to remove sensitive contents from a PDF, please refer here.

6. To familiarize yourself with redaction guidelines and procedures, please refer to the end of
this document.
7. The number of redacted letters uploaded must match the number of unredacted letters in
the file, and the system is able to detect the numbers. If the numbers do not match, you will
receive an error message when you try to notify the candidate (in a later step) that the
redacted letters are available.
Note: The system can only detect whether equal numbers of redacted and unredacted letters
have been uploaded. It cannot determine whether each redacted letter corresponds to the
correct unredacted letter, so you must ensure that the letters correspond.
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8. To notify the Candidate that access to the redacted external referee letters is available,
click “Notify Candidate Access Has Been Granted” on the file detail screen.

9. If the number of redacted letters in the system does not match the number of unredacted
letters, you will receive the following error message below.
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10. When the numbers of letters match, as in the screen below, you will be able to notify the
candidate that access has been granted by using the File Actions drop-down menu, as
shown in Step 8 above.

11. The notification to the Candidate will appear, and you can add information in the message
box provided, then click “Send”.
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Refer to “Candidate Guide” for the email and screens the candidate sees when redacted external
referee letters are available and to sign the departmental review certification.
Note: The Department view of the bundled file will contain both the unredacted and redacted letters.
12. After reviewing the redacted letters, the candidate will sign the departmental review
certification.
B.

Request for external letters during additional information request
If, later in the review process, higher levels of review requests for external referee letters or
additional letters, the process to upload letters and provide access to the Candidate is similar
to the File Preparation stage, but with a few additional steps.
The following only outlines steps to upload external letters. Please refer to the Department
Staff Manual which contains screens and instructions for responding to a request for additional
information (request for additional information could include external letters, additional
documentation, or clarification provided by the Department and/or Candidate as
outlined in the request from the Vice Provost).
1. After the Department Staff has chosen “As Proposed” or “Disagree” (example below shows
that the Department chose “As Proposed”), you will upload a Referee ID List (AP-11) and
sample solicitation letter.

2. A link to upload unredacted or redacted external referee letters will appear. Once the
unredacted or redacted external letters have been uploaded, along with any supporting
documents, you may now upload the Department’s response letter to the request for
additional information.
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3. Using the same procedures employed during File Prep, you will notify the Candidate to sign
the Certification of Access to Additional Materials.
Note: The Candidate can request access to a redacted version of the new external referee letter(s)
before signing the certification (please refer to Section A5-12 as the steps are similar). When the
Candidate has signed the certification, you will see a message on the file detail screen directing you
to upload a Chair’s Independent Letter (optional) and/or forward the file to the Dean. Again, please
refer to the Department Staff Manual, “Uploading a Chair’s Independent Letter” as the steps are
similar.
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